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In a fast transforming world where all objects will be generating data, dealing with large data collections has 
been a major concern for data scientists. Major challenges faced by those scientists are among others the 
difficulty to represent these data in a better way and therefore to communicate hidden information from these 
data to the users. Accordingly, many data analysis and data visualization techniques have been proposed. 
Moreover, depending on the nature of data to visualize and the type of information to communicate, a certain 
number of data processing techniques should be considered. In this work, we analyze and visualize a sample 
data of TREC-6 from the TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) collections. TREC document collections comprise 
full text from newspapers articles and US government records. They are primarily dedicated to researchers in 
Information Retrieval (IR) systems and Natural Language Processing for the development of their works. First, 
documents are parsed and words extracted to build a corpus in a form of a      matrix. Then, Principal 
Component Analysis is applied to the corpus matrix to reduce the dimension from   to 2. Eventually, the 
unsupervised K-means algorithm is used to discriminate data into clusters that are interactively visualized 
thanks to the popular visualization tools such as Pie Chart, Stacked Bar Chart and Scatter Chart. The diversity of 
the nature of information contained in TREC-6 can be observed thanks to the most frequent words of each 
cluster that appear on the Bar Chart upon clicking on the Pie Chart of the corresponding cluster. 
Keywords: data visualization; TREC collections; Principal Component Analysis; K-means algorithm; clustering. 
1. Introduction  
Data Visualization aims at communicating information from data to users by means of graphical visual objects 
such as bars, points, lines etc. [1].  
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Throughout this work, the dataset used is mainly from the TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) Collections. 
TREC Document Collections comprise full text from newspapers articles and US government records. They are 
primarily dedicated to researchers in Information Retrieval (IR) systems and Natural Language Processing for 
the development of their works [2]. In this work, we analyze, cluster and visualize documents from TREC 
Collections in order to figure out what they are mainly about and how diversified are the main topics addressed 
in the original articles.  Thus, we first prepare our data by building a     matrix (where   is the number of 
documents in the dataset and   the number of words in the overall corpus); and, we secondly perform Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) in order to reduce the dimensions of our dataset from            to 2. We then 
use the PCA-processed dataset for Document Clustering using K-means algorithm. At the end, clusters are 
visualized with Pie Chart, Stacked Bar Chart and projected to a Cartesian space using Scatter Chart. Moreover, 
for a better understanding of what will follow in this paper we would like to highlight one of the important 
expectations behind this work. This work is mainly about Data Visualization of a dataset of documents clustered 
into a given   groups (clusters) following similarities between documents. The clustered dataset would be then 
used to fulfil any other scientific work‘s needs such as Distributed Information Retrieval, for instance. 
1.1. System overview  
Upon launching the program, we have a window with three empty titled panes corresponding to the three charts 
that will show our data upon processing (Figure 1a). In addition, at the far left, we have a text box to contain the 
initial number k of clusters, a Process Data button to launch the data processing and a Clear Data button to clear 
possible previously processed data. As Figure 1b suggests, at the end of the data processing, the window shows 
three charts (from right to left):  
 A Pie Chart representing clusters proportion in the whole dataset and their legend. 
 A Stacked Bar Chart showing the 10 most frequent words in a cluster upon clicking on its 
corresponding slice in the Pie Chart.   
 A Scatter Chart where each scattered point represents a document within the dataset and takes the color 
of the cluster to which the document belongs.  
 
Figure 1a: Starting window 





Figure 1b: System overview 
 
Figure 2: Data processing steps 
2. Principal component analysis 
2.1. Definition 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a mathematical process that uses a series of linear algebra operations to 
transform a set of features of possibly interrelated variables into a set of new features of independent variables 
called principal components. Principal components are orthogonal and statistically uncorrelated to one another. 
In other words, PCA is a procedure of detecting patterns in large datasets by highlighting their similarities and 
differences. However, it is very difficult to extract identified patterns from large data and even impossible to 
visualize data with a high number of dimensions. PCA is then used to analyze and compress data by reducing 
the number of dimensions with sometimes a few loss of information [3]. Karl Pearson first mentioned PCA in 
1901. In addition, later in the 1930s, PCA was developed and named by [4]. Depending on the field of 
application, PCA takes different denominations. In our case, we will be applying some linear algebra operations 
to our dataset by significantly reducing its dimension for an easier clustering and visualization into a    space. 
This process is called eigenvalue decomposition. 
2.2. Method 




2.2.1. Preparation of the dataset 
As mentioned in the introduction, our dataset here is a set of documents from TREC (Text Retrieval 
Conference) Collections namely TREC 4 & 5. Since this dataset has more than thousands of documents and 
could take hours to be loaded and parsed, we have made a smaller sample of 67 files that we have used 
throughout our work. Concretely, the data preparation consists of extracting all the words from our files by 
removing stop words (if, then, but, before, etc.) such as to obtain an     matrix where   the number of rows 
represents the number of documents in the dataset and   the number of features corresponding to the words in 
the corpus (bag of words). For a given document (row  ) and a given word (column  ),        if the word   
appears exactly   times in the document  . In order words,   represents the occurrence of the word   in the 
document  .  
2.2.2. Calculation and subtraction of the mean 
In the PCA process, the mean of each data dimension (vector) is calculated and subtracted across each 
dimension. In addition, it will be used later for the calculation of the covariance. In our case, we calculate mean 
of each feature vector and subtract it across the column. If   is a vector with n elements, the mean of   is given 
by the mathematical formula: 
 ̅      
∑   
 
   
 
                       (1) 
Notice the symbol  ̅ to indicate the mean of the set  . 
2.2.3. Calculation of the Covariance matrix  
In order to have a covariance matrix, we should calculate the covariance of the vectors of our matrix. 
Covariance is always measured between two dimensions. It allows finding out how much the dimensions vary 
from the mean with respect to each other. The covariance between the dimensions   and   is given by the 
following formula: 
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If we calculate the covariance between one dimension and itself, we get the variance. Therefore, if we have a 3-
dimensional dataset (X, Y, Z), then we could measure the covariance between the X and Y dimensions, the X 
and Z dimensions, and the Y and Z dimensions. In fact, for a  -dimensional dataset, we can calculate  
  
        
 
different covariance values. In order to get all the possible covariance values between all the different 
dimensions, we can calculate them all and put them in a matrix. This matrix is then called the covariance matrix. 
Thus, the definition of the covariance matrix for a set of data with   dimensions is: 
                                       (3) 




where      is a matrix with   rows and   columns, and      is the  
   dimension. All that this formula says is 
that if we have a  -dimensional dataset, then the matrix has   rows and columns (so is square) and each entry in 
the matrix is the result of calculating the covariance between two separate dimensions. E.g. the entry on row 3, 
column 2, is the covariance value calculated between the third dimension and the second dimension. It is 
important to note that along the main diagonal, we can notice that the covariance value is between one of the 
dimensions and itself. These are the variances for that dimension. The other point is that since          
        , the matrix is symmetrical about the main diagonal. 
2.2.4. Eigenvalue Decomposition  
This step is considered as the marrow of the Principal Component Analysis. It allows finding the eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. It consists of computing the matrix   of eigenvectors that 
diagonalizes the covariance matrix   : 
        ,                           (4) 
where   is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix   . This step involves a number of quite 
complex arithmetic operations including equations resolutions especially when we have more than three 
dimensions to deal with                       . For that reason, it is recommended to use readily available 
algorithm provided by libraries depending on the language or system used. For our case, as we are coding in 
Java programming language, we have used JAMA. JAMA is a basic linear algebra package for Java. It provides 
user-level classes for constructing and manipulating real, dense matrices [5].  
2.2.5. Determining the new dataset 
Upon obtaining the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues matrices, we sort the eigenvectors about the eigenvalues in 
descending order as to obtain the eigenvectors with the biggest eigenvalues at the beginning of the matrix 
  while paying attention to keep the correct pairing between columns of matrices. Very often and fortunately, 
some libraries when called return sorted matrices in descending or ascending order (the case of JAMA). We 
therefore only have to select a subset of    eigenvectors as basis vectors. In our case        since the purpose is 
to project at the end our dataset into a Cartesian space. We will therefore have a        matrix of 2 columns. 
Finally, to obtain our new dataset we perform the following operation: 
               (5) 
where    (our new dataset matrix) is an     matrix (remember we have n documents in our dataset) and    
the mean-subtracted (we subtracted the mean from each column at the beginning of PCA)     matrix.  
3. Document clustering 
3.1. Definition 
Clustering is a process consisting of subdividing a larger set into smaller subsets called clusters. Elements of 




each subset are similar and have some attributes in common. The similarity or proximity is calculated using the 
distance measurement methods called distance metrics [6]. When clustered elements are textual documents, we 
talk about document clustering or text clustering. Document clustering implicates extraction and use of features. 
Features are bags of words and characterize the contents of the clusters [7].Very often, especially in Machine 
Learning and Natural Language Processing, Document Clustering is strictly assimilated to text clustering that is 
referred as Topic Modeling and the result is clusters of similar words. Unlike the Topic Modeling, our work 
here involved the physical splitting of dataset into a given number of clusters containing similar documents. In 
short, we are performing Document partitioning. 
3.2. Clustering using K-means algorithm  
3.2.1. Definition  
K-means clustering is one of the most famous algorithms for cluster study in data mining. It consists of isolating 
  elements into   clusters in which each element belongs to the cluster with the closest mean, serving as a 
model of the cluster. At every iteration, the mean of each cluster is recomputed and elements are reassigned 
accordingly. MacQueen designed the K-Means algorithm in 1967. This algorithm has two key parameters:  (1) a 
dataset, (2) a positive integer   representing the proposed number of clusters to build from the dataset [8].  
3.2.2. Principle  
K-means algorithm functions as follows: 
Input: The number of   and a dataset containing   objects. 
Output: A set of  -clusters that minimize the squared-error criterion. 
Method: 
(1) Arbitrarily choose   objects as the initial cluster centers; 
(2) Repeat; 
(3) (Re) assign each object to the cluster to which the object is the most similar based on the mean value 
(centroid) of the objects in the cluster; 
(4) Update the cluster mean, i.e. calculate the mean value of the object for each cluster; 
(5) Until no change. 
Moreover, it is important to highlight that the dataset documents should be parsed to obtain a bag of words in 
the form of matrix as explained in the section above dedicated to the PCA (preparation of the dataset). 
Fortunately, for our K-means clustering, we used the reduced matrix     obtained from PCA application since it 
well represents the initial dataset. In addition, that allows having less arithmetic operations. Another point to 




note is that K-means is a random operation and gives different results for the same inputs. Therefore, it is 
important to run it with different distance metrics and retain the result that well meets our expectations. 
At the end of the K-means clustering, we copy each document from the dataset to its corresponding cluster 
folder in order to get our different data partitions. 
3.2.3. Distance metrics  
In the K-means Clustering algorithm, different distance metrics can be used depending on the dataset. However, 
the most common distance metrics are Manhattan distance, Euclidian distance, Cosine distance, Jaccard 
distance, correlation, etc. 
Cosine distance has given the lowest Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) and a better observable clustering 
representation for our dataset (Figure 3). However, since distance metrics benchmarking is not the purpose of 
this work, we will not linger on.  
 
Figure 3: K-means performance statistics for Cosine distance 
4. Visualization  
4.1. Pie Chart 
Pie Chart is one of the most popular data visualization tools. Very often, it is used to visualize the distributions 
of a set of objects according to certain segregation criteria. In our case, it helps us to figure out how big each of 
our cluster is. The number of slices corresponds to the number of clusters that contain at least one document 
(empty clusters are not considered). The area of each slice is proportional to the number of files (documents) 
contained in the corresponding cluster (Figure 4).  





Figure 4: Pie Chart visualization of clusters distributions 
4.2. Stacked Bar Chart 
Stacked Bar Chart is a variant of Bar Chart that allows visualizing different proportions of an object within more 
than one set. In our case, it shows how frequent a word is in the cluster to which it belongs (red bars) and in the 
whole dataset (yellow bars).This is done interactively upon clicking on a slice of the Pie Chart (right) 
corresponding to a given cluster. For each cluster, we have chosen to visualize the ten most frequent words. This 
helps having an overview of different topics or fields of documents contained in a given cluster (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5: Stacked Bar Chart (left) showing the 10 most frequent words of Cluster4 upon clicking on its 
corresponding Pie Chart slice (right). 




4.3. Scatter Chart  
Scatter Chart or Scatter Plot is a kind of diagram often used in mathematics to project data into a Cartesian 
space [9]. Every set of data comprising two variables is displayed to the two-dimensional space in the form of 
point. The value of the first variable defines the location of the point on the horizontal direction (axis) and the 
value of the second variable defines the location of the point on the vertical axis. At this level, the great job done 
by the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is clearly observable. Thanks to the PCA, we extracted and built up 
from   features vectors 2 new features that well represent our dataset. In this chart, every point represents a 
document that takes the color of the cluster to which it belongs. The axis of our chart are directed by our two 
orthogonal eigenvectors obtained from the PCA. When we look at the scatter chart, at first glance, one can 
wonder that documents are not very spread across the two axis of our chart (Figure 6). This is the result of the 
reduction from a  -dimensional space (  > 2000) that cannot be visualized to a 2-dimensional space. Therefore, 
the confinement of scattered points reveals the high similarities between documents of our dataset collection 
although different clusters are observable.  Moreover, when we zoom in on our Scatter Chart we observe a clear 
aggregation of documents in clusters though some noises (Figure 7). 
 
Figure 6: Scatter Chart clusters visualization without zoom in 
 





Figure 7: Scatter Chart clusters visualization with zoom in 
5. Conclusion 
Overall, In this work, we used Principal Component Analysis to extract two features that represent the best our 
initial dataset consisted of            features less easier to cluster and even impossible to visualize. Then, 
Document Clustering was performed using K-means clustering algorithm. The results of clustering were 
visualized using Pie Chart, Stacked Bar Chart and Scatter Chart. The dataset used throughout this work mainly 
consists of documents from the TREC (Text Retrieval Conference) Collections. TREC Document Databases are 
distributed for the development and testing of Information Retrieval (IR) systems and related Natural Language 
Processing research [2]. It is noticeable that the ceiling number of clusters of our dataset is 7. Even if we set a 
bigger value as default number of clusters at the launching of the program (see Figure 1b), we will end up with 
exactly 7 clusters. This is evidence that K-means is an unsupervised algorithm that learns from the data. 
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